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Strong modal behavior can produce undesirable acoustical effects, particularly in recording studios

and other small rooms. Although closed-form solutions exist to predict modes in rectangular

rooms with parallel walls, such solutions are typically not available for rooms with even modest

geometrical complexity. This work explores a method to identify multiple decaying modes in

experimentally measured impulse responses from existing spaces. The method adopts a Bayesian

approach working in the time domain to identify numerous decaying modes in an impulse

response. Bayesian analysis provides a unified framework for two levels of inference: model selec-

tion and parameter estimation. In this context model selection determines the number of modes

present in an impulse response, while parameter estimation determines the relevant parameters

(e.g., decay time and frequency) of each mode. The Bayesian analysis in this work is implemented

using an approximate numerical technique called nested sampling. Experimental measurements

are performed in a test chamber in two different configurations. Experimentally measured results

are compared with simulated values from the Bayesian analyses along with other, more classical

calculations. Discussion of the results and the applicability of the method is provided.
VC 2017 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4983301]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modal behavior appears in a wide variety of areas

including room acoustics, noise control, vibration analysis

and more. Xu and Sommerfeldt used a hybrid modal expan-

sion to study sound fields in enclosed spaces.1 Huang applied

modal analysis in the development of a drumlike silencer for

controlling duct noise.2 Modal analysis has also seen numer-

ous applications in the study of musical acoustics.3–5

In small rooms, widely spaced modal frequencies in the

lower range of human hearing can color sound in a notice-

able, often undesirable manner. This effect can be particu-

larly problematic in rooms devoted to recording or listening

to music. Considerable effort has been focused on developing

design guidelines and approaches to mitigate these effects.6–9

Room modes can also exacerbate noise issues. If nearby

equipment creates noise, particularly narrowband noise, near

the frequency of a room mode the level of noise in the room

can be greater than might be predicted by theories based on

diffuse sound fields.

Rooms exhibiting strong modal behavior will not have a

diffuse sound field. Over a range of frequencies with widely

spaced modes the sound in a room may exhibit multiple

slope decay, and must be characterized using multiple

energy decays. In cases such as these, architectural acousti-

cians are faced with the problem of determining the correct

number of decay rates present in the data, which can be a

challenging task.10 This situation also creates a problem

when estimating room characteristics, as a large number of

equations and approaches commonly applied in room acous-

tics are based on the assumption of a diffuse sound field.

Estimations of reverberation time are almost invariably

based on this assumption.

In such situations it can be useful to determine the

modes present in a field-measured impulse response of a sys-

tem. Analytical solutions exist to predict modal frequencies

in rooms with parallel walls based on solutions to the wave

equation.11 As geometries grow more complex, closed-form

solutions become less tractable and acousticians must look

to numerical methods to identify and characterize the modes

in a room. This work applies Bayesian analysis to identify

and characterize the modes present in an experimentally

measured room impulse response. The impulse response is

simulated in the time domain using the Prony Model.12 This

same model, with an additional noise term, was used by

Bhuiyan et al. to simulate audible clinical percussion sig-

nals.13 Although an impulse response measured in a room is

used as an example, the methods used herein are equally

applicable anywhere modal behavior may be present in an

impulse response. To the authors’ knowledge, the applica-

tion of Bayesian techniques to modal analysis has not been

sufficiently reported in the literature.

The Bayesian algorithms employed here were imple-

mented in MATLAB with minimal use of specialized librar-

ies. Open source packages for Bayesian analysis are also

available in other popular languages, like R and Python, for

readers that may wish to perform their own experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives

background information on the problem and its modeling.

Section III introduces Bayesian analysis in a general sense.

Section IV gives an overview of the implementation of

Bayesian analysis used in this work. Section V outlines
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laboratory measurements performed. Sections VI and VII

outline and discuss results from the Bayesian analysis as

applied to the measured data. Finally, Sec. VIII summarizes

the work completed and considers potential future work in

this area.

II. BACKGROUND

The behavior of a linear, time-invariant (LTI) system is

fully defined by its response to an impulsive excitation. The

resulting system output is termed the “impulse response” of

that system. Rooms are typically treated as LTI systems

when performing acoustical analyses. The analysis of a

given room, for a specific combination of source and

receiver positions, will often involve measuring or modeling

the impulse response of such a system.

This work aims to identify and characterize modes pre-

sent in a given impulse response. Such an impulse response

could come from any LTI system with the potential to

exhibit modal behavior. This work focusses specifically on

experimentally measured impulse responses in the context of

room acoustics. The analyses in this work are performed in

the time domain.

A. Prony model

The Prony Model is adopted here to simulate impulse

response behavior in recorded signals. Prony originally out-

lined his method in 1795.12 In room acoustics, this method

represents a given function as the sum of a number of expo-

nentially decaying sinusoids.14 This representation can effec-

tively model modal effects in an impulse response in the

time domain, but seems ineffective at capturing the arrival

of direct sound. For this reason, impulse responses in this

work were truncated to remove the direct sound. The general

form of the Prony model is

pðtÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

Aie
�6:9t=Ti cos ð2pfitþ uiÞ: (1)

Using this family of models the goal of the analysis will

be to determine the appropriate number of modes (N),

along with the parameters, amplitude (Ai), decay time (Ti),

frequency (fi), and phase angle (ui) in each mode. Note that

Eq. (1) deviates slightly from the original Prony model with

the addition of the normalizing factor of �6.9 in the expo-

nent. This normalizing term has the effect of setting the

decay time (Ti) to the time at which the mode’s sound pres-

sure level will reduce by 60 dB from its initial value. By

normalizing in this manner, the decay time of a given

mode becomes comparable to the reverberation time of an

enclosed space.

Figure 1 illustrates a portion of an experimentally mea-

sured impulse response along with a sample Prony model

with five modes. In this example the residual difference

between the experimental impulse response and the simu-

lated one is small compared to the target signal. Determining

the most appropriate Prony model to simulate a measured

impulse response is the goal of the analyses performed in

this work.

Throughout this paper the terms sample and sample
model will be used interchangeably. A sample refers to a

specific model (e.g., a Prony model with 5 modes) and a set

of specific parameter values for that model (e.g., {A1¼ 0.56,

T1¼ 0.34 s,…}). When determining agreement between a

sample model and a measured impulse response, Eq. (1) is

evaluated for the sample model and the resulting signal com-

pared with the measured data in the time domain.

III. BAYESIAN ANALYSIS

The underlying theory and method of Bayesian analysis

is centered on Bayes’ Theorem. The theoretical foundations

of this theorem are covered thoroughly in many textbooks.

In practice, model-based Bayesian analysis is often used in a

context where an observed data set can be obtained and dif-

ferent models or hypotheses need to be evaluated in light of

that data. The question to answer is: “given this set of data

from a system under test, what is the probability that this

particular model describes the behavior of that system?”

This method is then used to compare different potential mod-

els to describe the system under test.

Using a notation common to this type of application,

Bayes Theorem can be stated as

P MjDð Þ ¼ P DjMð ÞP Mð Þ
P Dð Þ ; (2)

where M is a model describing the system and D is a set of

observed data. P(D) is the probability of observing the mea-

sured data—in this context it is a normalizing constant and is

not of interest. P(M) is the prior probability assigned to

model M and is selected based on the analyst’s prior knowl-

edge of the problem. In the absence of any other rationale,

each model is assigned equal prior probability. P(DjM) is the

marginal likelihood of a model given the measured data and

appears again in Eq. (3) and subsequent sections. P(MjD) is

the posterior probability and is the result of primary interest

as it describes the probability of a given model in light of the

observed data. Bayes’ theorem in this context represents

FIG. 1. (Color online) Example target signal (impulse response) and model

(Prony model with five modes). Adjusting the number of modes in the

Prony model and the parameters of each mode determines how well the tar-

get signal and model match up.
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how our prior knowledge of a problem is updated in light of

a set of observed experimental data.

Note that Eq. (2) will often be written with an additional

term I denoting the analyst’s prior knowledge (background

information) of the problem, and upon which all terms in the

equation are conditional. Implicit in the background infor-

mation is the fact that the analyst is confident the set of alter-

native models considered in the analysis can suitably

describe the data. This prerequisite ensures that the errors

observed between a candidate sample and the observed data

remain finite. The authors have opted to omit this informa-

tion term from the equations in this section as its inclusion in

all the terms of an equation tends to detract from a reader’s

understanding of the concepts.

Once a model is selected to describe a system’s behav-

ior, Bayesian analysis is also used to determine the appropri-

ate parameters for that model. Incorporating a vector of

parameters (H), and taking the model (M), as a given, Bayes

Theorem can be written as

P HjD;Mð Þ ¼ P DjH;Mð ÞP HjMð Þ
P DjMð Þ ; (3)

where P(HjM) is the prior probability of H, given the model

(M). P(DjM), the marginal likelihood from Eq. (2) is termed

the evidence in Eq. (3) and is a constant value in the context

of Eq. (3). This term plays a central role in model selection

as outlined in Sec. III A. P(DjH,M) is the likelihood of the

data, given the model and parameter vector. P(HjD,M) is the

posterior probability of the parameter vector, given the

observed data and model. Rearranging Eq. (3) provides a

convenient form to define each term as it is commonly

named in Bayesian analysis:

PðHjD;MÞPðDjMÞ
posterior� evidence

¼ PðDjH;MÞPðHjMÞ:
likelihood� prior

(4)

A. Model selection

The second, higher level of inference provided by

Bayesian analysis is model selection. For a given set of data,

there may be a number of alternative models that could

potentially describe the underlying system. In such a case,

Eq. (2) can be adjusted to indicate the specific model under

consideration,

P MijDð Þ ¼ P DjMið ÞP Mið Þ
P Dð Þ

: (5)

The task then becomes to determine the model that maxi-

mizes P(MijD), the probability of model Mi given data D. It

is useful to consider a Bayes’ Factor, defined as

P MijDð Þ
P MjjD
� � ¼ P DjMið Þ

P DjMj

� �P Mið Þ
P Mjð Þ

; 8i; j 2 1;N½ �; i 6¼ j;

(6)

where the second ratio on the right-hand side, termed the

prior ratio, represents one’s prior preference of P(Mi) over

P(Mj).
15 If no prior preference is incorporated, every model

under consideration is given equal prior probability, that is,

P Mið Þ ¼
1

N
; 8i 2 1;N½ �; (7)

then the Bayes’ Factor defined in Eq. (6) reduces to

P MijDð Þ
P MjjD
� � ¼ P DjMið Þ

P DjMj

� � ; 8i; j 2 1;N½ �; i 6¼ j: (8)

Bayesian model selection considers the average likelihood

(also termed the marginal likelihood) of a model over its

parameter space rather than simply the maximum likelihood

value.16 This aspect of model selection will tend to prefer

models that have a generally good fit over a larger portion of

their parameter space over models that have a very good fit

only in one specific area of their parameter space. This

approach thus penalizes more complicated models if their

additional parameters only increase the maximum likeli-

hood, compared to simpler models, without increasing the

average likelihood; such models are said to be over-

parameterized. In this manner Bayesian model selection

quantitatively implements Ockham’s Razor, favoring sim-

plicity when comparing models that explain observed data.16

B. Parameter estimation

The form of Bayes Theorem used in parameter estima-

tion is given in Eq. (3). In this form P(DjH,M) denotes the

likelihood of the observed data, given a model and set of

parameters. P(HjM) is the prior distribution of the parame-

ters. P(DjM) is the evidence that the data fits the model, and

P(HjD,M) is the posterior distribution, the probability of a

set of parameters (H), given the data and model. The objec-

tive of parameter estimation is to determine the most appro-

priate set of parameters of a given model to describe a set of

measured data. As a rigorous probability density function

the posterior distribution of the parameters must integrate to

unity over its entire domain,ð
H

P HjD;Mð ÞdH ¼
ð

H

P DjH;Mð ÞP HjMð Þ
P DjMð Þ dH ¼ 1:

(9)

Since P(DjM) does not depend on the parameter vector (H),

Eq. (9) can be rearranged as follows:

PðDjMÞ ¼
ð

H
PðDjH;MÞPðHjMÞdH: (10)

Equation (10) evaluates the evidence of a given candidate

model by integrating the product of the likelihood and the

prior distribution of the parameters over the entire parameter

space. This same evidence value for a given model appears

when evaluating the Bayes’ Factor in Eq. (8). Thus, both

model selection and parameter estimation involve evaluating

the likelihood of a given model over its parameter space.

Both levels of inference can be solved within a unified

framework.
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Turning again to Eq. (3), determining the most appropri-

ate parameters for a given model is achieved by finding those

parameters with maximum posterior probability. If all

parameters in the parameter space are jointly uniformly dis-

tributed then the prior distribution of these parameters is

constant over the entire parameter space. Given that the

model evidence is also constant, Eq. (3) can be rewritten to

lump these constant terms together,

P HjD;Mð Þ ¼ P DjH;Mð ÞP HjMð Þ
P DjMð Þ ¼ P DjH;Mð ÞC:

(11)

Equation (11) indicates that for the case of a uniform prior

distribution, the parameter vector of maximum posterior

probability will be that which occurs at the point of maxi-

mum likelihood. Thus, the problem of parameter estimation

within a given model reduces to finding the point of maxi-

mum likelihood over the parameter space of that model.

C. Computational effort

As shown in Secs. III A and III B, the main computa-

tional effort required in model selection and parameter

estimation involves evaluating the integral in Eq. (10).

Given that an analytical expression for likelihood is typically

not available, this integral must be evaluated numerically.

The numerical approaches implemented here to select a

model and determine its appropriate parameters are outlined

in Sec. IV.

IV. NESTED SAMPLING

A variety of different sampling approaches are available

when analyzing data within a Bayesian framework, some of

which were covered by Lee.17 This work adopts a nested

sampling approach, as outlined by Skilling,18 which has

recently also been applied in room acoustics decay

analysis.19

A. Algorithm

The following steps are required for Bayesian model

selection and parameter estimation using a nested sampling

approach:

(1) Select a model for evaluation (e.g., a Prony model with

3 modes).

(2) Select a prior distribution for each parameter in the

model based on knowledge of the data under investiga-

tion. In this work, all parameters were assigned a uni-

form distribution with limits based on prior knowledge

of the problem, this uniform assignment is based on the

principle of maximum entropy.20

(3) Create a population of sample models with parameters

generated randomly from the assigned prior

distributions.

(4) Evaluate the likelihood of each sample in the

population.

(5) Identify the sample with smallest likelihood.

(6) Store the likelihood value of the least-likely sample to

track likelihood progression over the course of the

analysis.

(7) Adjust the parameters of the least-likely sample in a

random fashion and re-evaluate its likelihood.

(a) If the sample now has a higher likelihood, move

on to the next step. If not, repeat this step until the

sample moves to a position of higher likelihood in

the parameter space.

(8) Repeat Steps (5)–(7) until the sample population has

satisfied an established convergence criteria, or until

some maximum number of iterations is met.

(9) Use the likelihood values tracked in Step (6) to estimate

the integral in Eq. (10) based on an approximation tech-

nique established for nested sampling. The result of this

integral evaluates the evidence for the model selected

in Step (1).

(10) Repeat Steps (1)–(9) for all models under consideration.

(11) Use the evidence values from Step (9) to determine

which model best fits the data under investigation. This

is the model selection step.

(12) To select appropriate parameters, either:

(a) Adopt the parameters from the sample model of

maximum likelihood in the final population of the

selected model.

(b) Use the parameter distributions over the final

population of the model selected as new prior

distributions. Repeat Steps (3)–(7) using these

new prior distributions until the population

parameters have converged to within a desired

tolerance.

B. Likelihood function

For a given target signal (experimentally measured

impulse response) and simulated impulse response from a

sample model evaluated at the appropriate sampling fre-

quency, the residual error (e) between the target signal (D)

and a given sample model (M) is evaluated at every point in

the signal as

e ¼ D�M: (12)

The likelihood P(DjH,M) in Eqs. (3), (4), (10) and (11) is

essentially the probability of the residual error, which is

assigned based on the principal of maximum entropy and is

calculated using Eqs. (12) to (14) adopted from Botts et al.21

and Escolano et al.22 Likelihood is further evaluated in the

same manner as Jasa and Xiang23 applying probabilistic

marginalization as

E ¼ e2

2
; (13)

L Hð Þ ¼ C
K

2

� �
2pEð Þ�K=2

2
: (14)

Equation (14) introduces a new shorthand notation for the

likelihood (L) of a sample model with parameter vector (H),
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for an impulse response with number of points (K), where

C(�) is the gamma function. Note that several of the terms in

Eq. (14) are not dependent on the summed error term (E)

and thus remain constant from sample to sample. To aid in

computational efficiency it is beneficial to define a proxy

value for the sample model likelihood that is quicker to eval-

uate numerically. Taking the logarithm of Eq. (14),

log L Hð Þ½ � ¼ log
1

2
C

K

2

� �� �
� K

2
log 2pð Þ � K

2
log Eð Þ:

(15)

Only a single term in Eq. (15) is dependent on the summed

error (E), the remaining terms are determined by the number

of signal points (K) and do not vary between samples. A

proxy value for the sample likelihood can thus be defined as

L� Hð Þ ¼ �K

2
log Eð Þ: (16)

On the basis of Eqs. (15) and (16), a sample model will have

a higher likelihood than another sample if it also has a higher

log-likelihood proxy than the other sample.

C. Convergence criteria

Several convergence criteria are outlined below.

1. Individual parameter spread

The modes within each sample are sorted in ascending

order of frequency. This sorting is updated whenever the fre-

quency of a mode is incremented. With the modes sorted it

becomes possible to compare parameters between the corre-

sponding modes of different sample models (e.g., a compari-

son could be made between the decay time of the third mode

between two different sample models). The “spread” of a

given parameter is thus defined for a sample population as

the difference between the maximum and minimum values

of that parameter, in that specific mode, over all samples in a

population (e.g., the spread of amplitude in the fourth mode

over a population is equal to the maximum fourth mode

amplitude over all samples in the population minus the mini-

mum such value). A tolerance value is defined for the maxi-

mum spread of each of the four parameter types. The analyst

selects tolerances depending on the context of the analysis.

For example, if precise modal frequencies are not required, a

tolerance of 10 Hz or more may be more than sufficient for

the frequency dimensions. In other cases, the analyst may

want to determine precise frequencies and may select a toler-

ance of 0.01 Hz for the frequency dimensions. This conver-

gence criteria is considered satisfied once all parameters in a

population have converged to within their respective

tolerances.

2. Tangent likelihood slope

Over the course of sampling iterations the tracked log-

likelihood proxy values tend to plateau. At the same time,

the spread of log-likelihood proxies throughout the sample

population tends to shrink as the samples converge toward

areas of greater likelihood. One approach to determine con-

vergence is as follows. After n iterations, compare the differ-

ence between the maximum and minimum likelihood values

in the sample population (i.e., the spread of likelihood values

within the population) to the difference between the stored

likelihood from the nth iteration and the stored likelihood

from the n-mth iteration, where m is the number of samples

in the population. This is equivalent to comparing the slope

of likelihood values across the sample population to the tan-

gent slope of the tracked likelihood curve. If the difference

in likelihood across the sample population is less than the

tangent slope of the likelihood curve the likelihood has pla-

teaued and this convergence criteria is considered satisfied.

3. Evidence change

The evidence for a given model is estimated using the

likelihood values tracked over the course of an analysis. As

the analysis progresses the contribution of individual likeli-

hood values diminishes while the likelihood values them-

selves grow larger. Since the likelihood values plateau while

their effective contributions shrink, the rate at which evi-

dence is accumulated will begin slowly, grow to a maximum

value and then shrink again. This convergence criteria is

considered satisfied when the rate of evidence accumulation

has reduced below a specified level as compared to its maxi-

mum value. An alternative formulation would be when the

evidence accumulated over a single iteration or number of

iterations has reduced below a specified level as compared to

the total accumulated evidence.

D. Incrementing samples

The bulk of the computational work involved in nested

sampling analyses lies in incrementing the sample models

from one position in the parameter space to another position

of higher likelihood. Any number of approaches to finding a

position of higher likelihood in the parameter space can be

adopted. For example, Jasa and Xiang employed a slice sam-

pling approach to nested sampling.19 The specific method of

searching for higher likelihood positions defines the type of

nested sampling employed.

1. Algorithm

The following algorithm is used to search for positions

of higher likelihood in this work.

(1) Take the parameter vector of the sample of lowest likeli-

hood as a reference point. Its log-likelihood proxy (LLP)

serves as the base level for this increment.

(2) Select a random parameter in the reference point.

(3) Use a uniform distribution to generate a random adjust-

ment value for the parameter. The uniform distribution

will have limits from zero to a maximum value depen-

dent on the type of parameter selected (i.e., amplitude,

decay time, frequency or phase angle). Methods to estab-

lish an appropriate upper limit for the uniform distribu-

tion are outlined in the following subsection.

(4) Add the adjustment value to the parameter and re-

evaluate the sample model’s LLP.
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(a) If the adjustment results in an increase in LLP, the

adjustment is successful and the increment is

complete.

(b) If the adjustment does not result in an increase in

LLP, subtract the adjustment value from the origi-

nal parameter value, evaluate the resulting LLP

and compare to the original value. If subtracting

the adjustment value results in an increase in LLP

the adjustment is successful and the increment is

complete.

(5) Repeat Steps (2)–(4) until an adjustment is successful (a

position of greater LLP is found), or a maximum number

of attempts is reached.

(6) If no successful adjustment is achieved after the maxi-

mum number of attempts, select a random surviving

sample model from the current population and use its

parameter vector as the reference point.

(7) Repeat Steps (2)–(6) until a successful adjustment is

achieved or a maximum number of attempts is reached.

(8) Optionally attempt to generate a new sample model with

randomly distributed parameters (using the same distri-

butions that generated the original population) and eval-

uated its LLP. If its LLP is above the base level for this

increment then the increment is complete. Note that this

step can be repeated any number of times at any point

within this algorithm to attempt to locate a position of

higher likelihood in the parameter space. As the analysis

progresses and the parameter space becomes more

highly constrained the odds of successfully incrementing

the analysis using a new randomly generated sample

quickly reduce.

2. Step size

An important aspect of incrementing samples is deter-

mining an appropriate range for the uniform distribution

used to generate adjustment values. The ideal range of this

distribution will change over the course of the nested sam-

pling as the portion of parameter space with likelihood val-

ues above the current threshold shrinks. The ideal range is

also a function of which dimension (e.g., amplitude) is under

consideration. If the distribution’s range is too large, new

candidate samples will be far from the reference sample and

will likely occur in a position of lower likelihood. In such a

case, many attempts will be necessary to successfully incre-

ment the sampling, and the iterations will take longer. If the

distribution’s range is too small, new candidate samples will

be very close to the reference sample and the boundary of

the parameter space will converge slowly. In such a case the

analysis may require an excessively high number of

iterations.

In this work the range of the uniform distribution is

updated each time the algorithm checks for overall conver-

gence. A different range is defined for each parameter (not

just each type of dimension), noting that the modes within a

given sample are always sorted by frequency. For each

parameter the range of the uniform distribution is set to half

the value of the current “spread” of that particular parameter,

as defined for the convergence check. Thus, the range of the

uniform distribution used for decay times in the first mode

need not, and likely will not, be the same as the range used

for decay times in, say, the third mode. This work also enfor-

ces a constraint that the uniform distribution range cannot be

less than the convergence tolerance for the corresponding

parameter.

E. Population size

Determining an appropriate size for the population of

sample models is an important aspect of nested sampling.

The overall shape of the likelihood surface over the parame-

ter space is typically not known in advance. If local maxima

exist in the likelihood surface, and the sample population is

small, the sampling could converge to one of these local

maxima. To avoid such a scenario the analysis for a given

number of modes is repeated multiple times. If all repetitions

of the analysis converge to the same position in the parame-

ter space, the population size is deemed adequate. If some

analyses converge to local maxima, the population size is

increased and the analysis repeated again. To produce the

results outlined below, each analysis was repeated 16 times.

Population sizes were initially set to 100 and were doubled

each time local maxima were observed in the results. A prac-

tical limit of 800 samples was applied to the population size

to avoid excessive run times in analyses with higher

dimensionality.

V. LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Two sets of laboratory measurements were performed.

The first measurements produced an impulse response for

analysis. After applying Bayesian inference to the measured

impulse response a second set of measurements was per-

formed. These additional measurements determined decay

times corresponding to modal frequencies selected from the

results of the Bayesian analysis. The measured decay times

were compared to decay times predicted by Bayesian analy-

sis of the measured impulse response to gauge the accuracy

of results.

The test setup was then reconfigured in a manner

designed to alter the modal decays times. All measurements

and analyses were repeated to determine if the Bayesian

analysis would predict the changes in observed decay times.

A. Measurement setup

This work employed a test chamber for experimental

validation. Figure 2 shows the chamber used and highlights

the source and receiver positions. The open face was covered

by a flat wooden panel during measurements. Initial meas-

urements were performed with the chamber empty (i.e.,

without the foam insulation shown in Fig. 2).

Two sets of measurements were performed in the empty

chamber. The first recorded and deconvolved swept sine

tones to generate an impulse response of the chamber.

Bayesian analysis was then performed to determine modes

present in the impulse response. Three modal frequencies

identified by the analysis were selected for use in the second

set of measurements.
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The second set of measurements used the same source

and receiver positioning shown in Fig. 2. Swept sine tones

were once again recorded and deconvolved to produce an

impulse response for the chamber. In addition, several of the

modal frequencies identified in the previous analysis were

selected for sine tone switch-off measurements. For each of

these measurements, a pure sine tone was played through the

source at one of the selected modal frequencies. The tone

was held at constant amplitude for a period of 5 s, long

enough to bring the chamber to a steady-state. The tone was

then abruptly switched off and the resulting sound decay

recorded. This process was repeated for each of the modal

frequencies selected for measurement.

The chamber was then reconfigured with foam sheets

applied to the rear and right surfaces as shown in Fig. 2. The

foam sheets were selected to alter decay times in the cham-

ber’s modes without completely eliminating any modes of

interest. Both the swept sine and switch-off measurements

were repeated in the reconfigured chamber. The Bayesian

analysis was then repeated using this new set of data.

B. Signal adjustment

The original measurements of room impulse responses

were conducted at a sampling frequency of 100 kHz. Each

signal was then resampled to a rate of 1 kHz to reduce the

number of points considered in evaluating sample models.

The Schroeder frequency of the test chamber is estimated as

2.1 kHz.

For analysis purposes, the data were bandpass filtered to

limit the modes present to a manageable number. The empty

chamber impulse response was filtered between 100 Hz and

400 Hz. The impulse response with added foam was filtered

between 200 Hz and 400 Hz to test the analysis with a differ-

ent number of expected modes. Each signal was trimmed to

begin 30 ms after the arrival of direct sound and end 500 ms

after the direct sound. This truncation served to remove the

direct sound from the impulse response and further limit the

number of points involved when evaluating sample model

likelihood. Signal truncation is further discussed in Sec. VII.

C. Measured decay times

Table I lists the decay times calculated from the sine

tone switch-off measurements for both test chamber

configurations.

VI. ANALYSIS RESULTS

A. Input parameters and convergence criteria

Table II outlines the parameters and criteria used in the

various analyses. Each parameter was assigned a uniform

distribution as its prior probability distribution, P(HjM).

These distributions are completely defined by the maximum

and minimum values outlined in Table II.

The amplitude values in Table II correspond to an

impulse response normalized to a maximum amplitude of 1.

This amplitude range is established such that a single mode

is capable of reaching the maximum signal amplitude even

after its exponential decay factor has reduced to a value of

0.5. A non-zero minimum amplitude value is defined to

avoid zero-amplitude modes that do not contribute to the

overall signal in a meaningful way.

The decay time range is based on the maximum that

might be expected in the chamber. A non-zero minimum

decay time must be enforced to ensure the exponent in Eq.

(1) avoids a division by zero. Similar to the minimum ampli-

tude limit, the minimum allowable decay time helps to

ensure all modes have a meaningful contribution to the over-

all simulated signal.

The range of allowable frequency values is established

by first selecting a range of frequencies to consider and then

bandpass filtering the measured impulse response to within

that range. In this work the measured impulse responses

were bandpass filtered between 100 Hz and 400 Hz. The

lower limit of 100 Hz was based on the operational range of

the source used in the laboratory measurements, forming

part of the prior knowledge in the Bayesian analysis.

Classical room mode theory was used to predict modes in

FIG. 2. (Color online) Interior view of the test chamber used for both impulse

response and sine tone switch-off measurements. Source and receiver are stra-

tegically positioned to excite and pick-up all modal behavior in the space.

Foam insulation was present only during specific measurements.

TABLE I. Decay times calculated from sine tone switch-off measurements

at modal frequencies identified from the empty chamber impulse response.

Frequency (Hz)

Decay Time (s)

Empty Chamber Foam Added

262 0.720 0.670

311 0.369 0.352

381 0.320 0.237

TABLE II. Input parameters and convergence criteria used in the analyses.

The distribution limits implicitly assign the Bayesian prior probabilities for

each type of modal parameter.

Parameter

Uniform Distribution

Limits [min, max]

Convergence

Tolerance

Amplitude (unitless) [0.05, 2.0] 0.001

Decay Time (s) [0.05, 1.5] 0.001

Frequency (Hz) [90, 410] 0.05

Phase Angle (radians) [0, 2p] 0.01
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the chamber and an upper frequency limit of 400 Hz was

established to limit the total number of modes to a manage-

able amount for analysis. A buffer of 10 Hz was added to

each end of the allowable range of frequency values to avoid

an abrupt limit at the filter frequencies.

The range of allowable phase angles covers all possible

values from 0 to 2p. Phase angle values are wrapped using a

modulus function. If phase angles outside the range of [0,

2p] are proposed during analysis iterations these values are

automatically set to the corresponding value within the range

[0, 2p]. This approach allows sample models with modes

near either end of the phase angle range to seamlessly move

to the opposite end of the range if model likelihood is

increasing in that direction.

B. Required populations

Analyses were run considering a single mode up to six

modes for the empty chamber data, and up to five modes for

data measured with foam in the chamber. Each analysis was

repeated 16 times with an initial population of 100 samples.

After the 16 runs were complete, the maximum resulting

likelihood was identified from the set. If any of the analyses

converged with a significantly lower likelihood (indicating a

local maximum in parameter space) the sample population

size was doubled and the 16 analyses were run again. This

process was repeated to a maximum sample population size

of 800, at which point the analysis with maximum evidence

for the model in question was logged as the official result.

C. Evidence

Figure 3 illustrates evidence results for the models con-

sidered in the empty test chamber. The rate at which evi-

dence changes as the number of modes increases is of

particular importance for model selection. In Fig. 3 the rate

of change in evidence is greatest between 4-mode models

and 5-mode models. Beyond 5-mode models the rate of

change in evidence is smaller than for all increments below

5-mode models. In such a case the evidence is said to have a

“knee” at five modes. The location of this knee plays a criti-

cal role in model selection as described in Sec. III. The loca-

tion of such a knee may not always be apparent by visual

inspection. In such cases, methods are available to assist

with model selection in a more quantifiable manner. This

issue is further explored in Sec. VII.

D. Parameters

Table III outlines some of the parameters at the point of

maximum likelihood for each number of modes.

Figure 4 and Fig. 5 plot decay time vs frequency for the

three sine tone switch-off measurements along with the cor-

responding modes from analysis of the various candidate

models.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Logarithmic evidence values for models of the empty

test chamber impulse response with various modal dimensions.

TABLE III. Modal frequencies and decay times at the point of maximum likelihood for each number of modes analyzed.

Number of Modes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

f (Hz) T (s) f (Hz) T (s) f (Hz) T (s) f (Hz) T (s) f (Hz) T (s) f (Hz) T (s) f (Hz) T (s)

— — — — — — 174 0.744 174 0.746 174 0.747 174 0.748

— — — — 262 0.749 262 0.748 262 0.746 262 0.746 262 0.740

312 0.268 312 0.348 312 0.375 312 0.369 311 0.400 312 0.389 312 0.384

— — — — — — — — — — 336 0.304 337 0.784

— — — — — — — — 337 1.105 338 0.740 339 0.193

— — 379 0.301 379 0.310 379 0.307 378 0.284 379 0.289 378 0.301

— — — — — — — — — — — — 410 0.084

FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison of decay times and frequencies from the

various analyses and laboratory measurements for the empty test chamber.

Only results corresponding to measured frequencies are shown.
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E. Likelihood surface

Figure 6 shows the shape of the likelihood surface

locally at the point of maximum likelihood, after nested sam-

pling convergence, over each pair of parameters in two

modes from the analysis of a 5-mode model. Each plot in

Fig. 6 evaluates the likelihood surface by incrementing two

parameters over a uniform grid while maintaining all other

parameters at their values from the point of maximum likeli-

hood. Two useful observations from this type of plot are

parameter coupling and the likelihood surface profile.

Parameter coupling is observed where the approximately

elliptical shapes of the likelihood surface in subplots (a)

through (ab) have major axes that are not parallel to either

plot axis, as occurs in subplot (n). The likelihood surface

profile exhibits very modal behavior in the frequency dimen-

sion, as demonstrated by comparing subplots (n) and (ae),

noting the range of frequency values in each.

VII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Model selection

Considering Fig. 3, there is a transition point beyond

which increasing the number of modes results in relatively

small increases in evidence. This transition occurs at the 5-

mode model. The authors postulate that continuing increases

in evidence beyond this transition point are an artifact of the

approximate method used to evaluate Eq. (10) when comput-

ing evidence in nested sampling. This work follows a similar

strategy to that applied by Escolano et al.,22 which was

adapted from Jeffreys,24 and selects the model beyond which

additional complexity (more parameters) does not result in

significant increases in evidence. This parsimonious

approach implies that the 5-mode model is the most appro-

priate selection in light of the measured data.

Some judgement is applied when selecting the 5-mode

model in this manner, as the analyst must first establish what

amount of evidence increase will justify selecting a higher

order model. Xiang et al.10 applied the Bayesian Information

Criterion (BIC) to Bayesian inference in room acoustics,

transforming model selection into a purely quantitative pro-

cess. BIC is calculated as

BIC ¼ 2L�ðHÞ � 4NlnðKÞ; (17)

where L*(H) is the maximum log-likelihood proxy [see Eq.

(16)] after sampling iterations have converged, 4 N repre-

sents the total number of parameters in a model with N
modes, and K is the number of points in the impulse

response being modeled.10 Figure 7 plots BIC evaluated for

the analysis of data from the empty test chamber. Applying

BIC in this manner points unambiguously to 5 modes as the

appropriate model. This application of an approximate tech-

nique of model selection provides further confidence in iden-

tifying the 5-mode model as the most appropriate candidate.

In situations where a reliable evidence estimation can be

established, model selection should rely primarily on

Bayesian evidence estimation. In such cases approximate

model selection techniques need not be considered.

B. Classical room mode predictions

Modal frequencies in the rectangular test chamber can

be predicted using the formula11

fnx;ny;nz
¼ c

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nx

Lx

� �2

þ ny

Ly

� �2

þ nz

Lz

� �2
s

; (18)

where nx, ny, nz, are modal indices in each of the respective

Cartesian axes and Lx, Ly, Lz, are the dimensions of the

chamber in the corresponding axes. Table IV lists the modal

frequencies predicted for the empty test chamber over the

frequency range considered in this work.

It is interesting to note that the Bayesian analysis

selected the 5-mode model as the most appropriate match to

the measured impulse response in the empty chamber, while

the closed-form solution predicted six modes over the fre-

quency range considered. Two of the predicted modes are

degenerate modes occurring near 339 Hz. The selected 5-

mode model has a single mode near this frequency, while

the 6-mode model from the Bayesian analysis does indicate

two degenerate modes occurring near this frequency.

However, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 7, the addition of the

sixth mode does not create a sufficient increase in evidence

to warrant the added complexity of the model. This result

indicates that the implemented nested sampling, as an

approximation method of exploring the multidimensional

parameter space, is able to carry out parameter estimations

based on models with 5 and 6 modes as accurately as classi-

cal modal theory while simultaneously yielding estimations

of modal decay times. On the other hand, in the model with

6 modes, two degenerate models in the vicinity of 339 Hz do

not create a significant increase in Bayesian evidence. The

magnitude frequency content spectrum in Fig. 9 may reveal

the reason. The degenerate modes near 339 Hz occupy a sin-

gle peak in the magnitude spectrum. As shown in Fig. 9, the

5-mode model places a mode near this frequency and cap-

tures the contribution of that content. The amount of new

frequency content captured by the addition of a sixth mode

is small by comparison to that captured by the addition of

the fifth mode, thus resulting in only a marginal increase in

Bayesian evidence. However, in most practical scenarios,

FIG. 5. (Color online) Comparison of decay times and frequencies from the

various analyses and experimental measurements for the test chamber with

applied foam. Only results corresponding to measured frequencies are

shown.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Normalized likelihood surface over all parameter pairs from the 3rd and 5th modes of a 5-mode model. The model is centered at the

point of maximum likelihood from an analysis of the impulse response measured in the empty chamber. (a)–(ab) Normalized likelihoods plotted over {A3,

T3}, {A3, f3}, {A3, /3}, {A3, T5}, {A3, f5}, {A3, /5}, {T3, f3}, {T3, f3}, {T3, /3}, {T3, A5}, {T3, T5}, {T3, f5}, {T3, /5}, {f3, /3}, {f3, A5}, {f3, T5}, {f3, f5},

{f3, /5}, {/3, A5}, {/3, T5}, {/3, f5}, {/3, /5}, {A5, T5}, {A5, f5}, {A5, /5}, {T5, f5}, {T5, /5}, {f5, /5}. (ac), (ad) Isometric views of the likelihood surface

plotted over {A3, T3} and {f5, /5}. (ae) Normalized likelihood surface plotted for {f3, /3} over a larger area of parameter space than (n).

FIG. 7. (Color online) Bayesian Information Criterion plotted over the vari-

ous candidate models from the analysis of data from the empty test chamber.

Results have been offset to produce only positive values.

TABLE IV. Modal frequencies in the test chamber between 100 and

400 Hz, as predicted by Eq. (18).

nx ny nz Modal Frequency (Hz)

1 0 0 169.1

0 1 0 259.9

1 1 0 310.1

2 0 0 338.2

0 0 1 339.6

1 0 1 379.3
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any remedial measures implemented to address a single

mode around 339 Hz (as indicated by Bayesian model selec-

tion) would also remedy two degenerate modes near the

same frequency [as predicted by Eq. (18)].

C. Parameter estimation

The resulting parameters from the Bayesian analysis are

those provided in Table III for the 5-mode model. The signal

produced by these parameters is plotted against the measured

impulse response in Fig. 1. Contributions from each mode of

the selected model are plotted individually in Fig. 8. Modal

frequencies determined by Bayesian parameter estimation in

Table III agree well with those from classical theory in

Table IV. At the same time, Bayesian parameter estimation

provides modal decay times closely matching the experi-

mentally measured results shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

These estimated parameter values are assigned as those

at the point of maximum likelihood for the selected model,

thus making them maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates.

Alternatively, the local shape of the likelihood surface in

Fig. 6 could be used to calculate the first and second proba-

bilistic moments of each parameter, thereby determining a

mean value and uncertainty for each.

Figure 9 plots the frequency content of the measured

impulse response, along with the five modal frequencies cal-

culated for the selected model. The modal frequencies align

well with the peaks of the frequency spectrum. The 5-mode

model captures all of the significant peaks in the spectrum,

with the next obvious peak occurring at a magnitude roughly

30 dB below the maximum. In this particular example, the

sixth peak in the spectrum is well below the other five, and

one might draw the conclusion that the signal has five modes

based solely on inspection of the spectrum. It is easy, how-

ever, to envision a scenario where the sixth peak is closer to

the others, but low enough to cause ambiguity as to whether

or not it represents a mode. One of the strengths of Bayesian

inference is the formalized approach it provides to determine

if, in such a case, the sixth peak should be included as a

mode.

Turning to Fig. 4, decay times for the three modal fre-

quencies employed in the sine tone switch-off measurements

agree well with those from the corresponding modes in most

of the analyses performed, thus validating the Bayesian anal-

ysis implemented in this work.

Modelled and predicted decay times also agree well for

data from the test chamber with foam added to the walls, as

shown in Fig. 5. Note that data from the test chamber with

added foam was filtered to a frequency range of 200 to

400 Hz, thereby reducing the number of simulated and

expected modes by one. As well, the sine tone switch-off

measurement at 381 Hz in the chamber with added foam

appeared to display multiple slope decay, making the calcu-

lated decay time for that measurement somewhat ambiguous.

Multiple slope decay analysis10 is beyond the scope of the

current work, but shows potential for future research effort.

Some dependence between modal parameters is

observed between different pairs of parameters in the mod-

els. Such coupling is indicated where the elliptical shapes of

FIG. 8. (Color online) Individual modes from the model and parameters

selected for the empty chamber using Bayesian inference. Signals are plot-

ted over roughly half the length of time considered in the analysis. (a)–(e)

Modes 1–5, respectively.
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the likelihood surface shown in Fig. 6 have a major axis that

is not parallel to either of the parameter axes. Parameter

dependence is evident between amplitude and decay time

within a given mode [e.g., Fig. 6(a)]. Frequency and phase

angle are also dependent on each other within a single mode

[Fig. 6(n)]. Finally, some weak dependence is also apparent

between amplitudes in different modes, as shown in Fig.

6(d).

D. Transient behavior

Figure 10 shows the distribution of decay time and fre-

quency for a population of samples with five modes over the

course of an analysis. The initial parameters shown in Fig.

10(a) are drawn from uniform distributions over the ranges

outlined in Table II. The remaining panels in Fig. 10 show

the same sample population as the iterations progress. One

of the first noticeable traits of the iterations is the large

number of modes in Fig. 10(b) with decay times at or near

the lower limit established in Table II. A similar behavior

can be observed in the amplitudes. The reason behind this

initial pull toward low amplitudes and decay times is that, in

many cases, a line of zero amplitude actually exhibits a bet-

ter fit to the target impulse response than do the initial sam-

ples with random parameters. Clustering of modes first

becomes apparent in Fig. 10(c) near 310 and 380 Hz in the

frequency dimensions. This clustering becomes even more

apparent in the subsequent panels as the number of iterations

increases.

Figure 10(d) illustrates how tightly the samples cluster

in the frequency dimensions as compared to the decay time

dimensions. Such behavior is consistent with the local

shapes of the likelihood surface shown in Fig. 6. It can there-

fore be said that the likelihood surface itself is quite “modal”

in frequency, much more so than it is in decay time. Figure

10(f) shows the sample population at the end of the analysis.

Five clusters corresponding to each of the five modes in the

sample models are clearly visible.

Figure 11 illustrates evaluated sample likelihood values

over the course of nested sampling iterations. As shown in

the detail window, likelihood values increase asymptotically

as the nested sampling converges. The lowest likelihood val-

ues in the early iterations are picked from the initial popula-

tion. At this stage in the sampling the population covers the

largest area of the parameter space. As the iterations pro-

gress, the nested sampling algorithm explores the multi-

dimensional parameter space. Each successive iteration

moves one sample in the population to a position of higher

likelihood. The area of parameter space covered by the sam-

ple population shrinks as sampling progresses and the sam-

ples are restricted to higher and higher likelihood values.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Frequency content of the measured impulse response

in the empty test chamber, along with the modal frequencies from the model

selected by Bayesian inference.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Decay times and frequencies in a population of 400 samples, with five modes each, over the course of an analysis using the empty

chamber data. Each point on the plots represents a single mode within a single sample model. The five blue �’s in (a) represent the decay times and frequen-

cies of five modes within a single sample. (a) Initial population. (b) After 10 000 iterations. (c) After 30 000 iterations. (d) After 60 000 iterations. (e) After

90 000 iterations. (f) After 120 000 iterations.
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When approaching the peak of the likelihood surface the

parameter space has been thoroughly explored with mono-

tonically increasing likelihood proxy values as indicated by

the magnified window in Fig. 11. The likelihood function in

Fig. 11 is combined with approximation techniques outlined

by Skilling18 to evaluate Eq. (10) and determine the evidence

for a given model.

E. Caveats

Several caveats complicated the analyses performed in

this work. The most salient among them are outlined below.

1. Truncating direct sound

As the direct sound of an impulse response cannot be

accurately modeled by a decaying sinusoid it was necessary

to remove the direct sound from the measured impulse

responses before analysis. To accomplish this, the measured

impulse responses were truncated at 30 ms after the approxi-

mate arrival of the direct sound. Given the source and

receiver positions shown in Fig. 2, the direct sound and first

reflections arrive very close to one another. The limit of

30 ms was set sufficiently long to provide certainty that the

direct sound had been removed.

Analyses were performed both with and without

removal of the direct sound. While the resulting number of

modes and modal frequencies were essentially the same,

analyses that removed the direct sound produced decay times

in much better agreement with measured values. Figure 4

shows these decay times for analyses where the direct sound

was removed. The resulting decay times show good agree-

ment for those modal frequencies selected for the switch-off

measurements, which are proper measurements of steady-

state modal energy decays.

With analyses using the truncated signal producing

more accurate results in the areas of interest, the 30 ms trun-

cation time was deemed appropriate. All results reported in

this work consider the measured impulse responses with this

30 ms truncation. Possible modifications to the Prony model

to capture the direct sound, and the sensitivity of early signal

truncation on parameter estimates are two potential areas of

future study arising from these results.

2. Length of signal considered

The length of signal considered was set at 470 ms, to

include the bulk of the signal measured in the test chamber.

Initial analysis runs in early investigations of this work con-

sidered a 200 ms long portion of the impulse response. Using

this shorter signal length improved run times by reducing the

number of points in the signal. However, it was found that

results produced using this shorter signal length overesti-

mated decay times compared to the measured values. For

this reason the length of impulse response selected for analy-

sis was increased to include the bulk of the modal energy

process. This adjustment increased analysis run times but

also resulted in improved decay time estimates. The

increased number of signal points used for analysis also pro-

duced some of the numerical issues outlined below.

3. Numerical considerations

The error term in Eq. (13), equal to one half the sum of

the squared errors between the measured and modeled

impulse responses, is affected by how the measured impulse

response’s amplitude is normalized. Numerical issues can

arise if the sum of the squared error terms becomes too large

or too small. To avoid such issues a scale factor can be

applied to the error term. This approach is equivalent to scal-

ing the measured impulse response and modal amplitudes by

the same amount. The same scale factor must be applied

across all analyses to ensure results are comparable. The fact

that amplitudes and error terms can be scaled in this manner

also implies that the exact values of evidence for each model

in Fig. 3 are irrelevant—only their relative amounts are of

interest. This also implies that a constant can be added or

subtracted from the resulting logarithmic evidence values

(Fig. 3) to facilitate comparing and ranking the evidence

results over a convenient range. The same constant must be

added or subtracted from all evidence values determined by

evaluating Eq. (10).

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The 5-mode Prony model selected using Bayesian infer-

ence agrees well with the measurements taken in the test

chamber. A plot of the model signal in the time domain

shown in Fig. 1 exhibits good agreement with the measured

impulse response. Estimates of modal decay times from the

simulations also agree well with decay times estimated from

the sine tone switch-off measurements, as shown in Fig. 4.

This work has demonstrated the suitability of Bayesian

inference for selecting an appropriate model in a context of

room acoustic modal analysis. The approach adopted here is

by no means limited to room acoustics. It could, in principal,

be applied anywhere modal behavior occurs.

While the method is sound the current implementation

of Bayesian analysis used in this work was computationally

expensive. There are numerous aspects of this approach that

could be made more efficient. The ability to determine

appropriate population sizes before running an analysis

would be of great benefit, and could reduce the number of

analyses required. Alternative methods of exploring the

FIG. 11. (Color online) Likelihood profile over the course of analysis itera-

tions. Results are shown for a 5-mode model with a sample population of

400 using data from the empty test chamber. The analysis shown here was

also used to produce Fig. 10.
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parameter space for points of higher likelihood could reduce

the number of iterations required, rendering each analysis

more efficient. Such methods might consider varying multi-

ple parameters in a single iteration, or determining step sizes

using alternative distributions or even deterministic rules.

One intriguing aspect of this work centers on the need to

truncate the initial portion of the impulse response so as to

remove the direct sound. Further investigation could deter-

mine if the Prony model can be modified to effectively cap-

ture the direct sound and eliminate the need for signal

truncation.

Perhaps the most interesting question raised in this work

concerns why the 6-mode model, which captured the two

degenerate modes shown in Table IV, did not produce suffi-

cient Bayesian evidence to warrant selection over the 5-

mode model. The close spacing of modal frequencies in the

degenerate mode pair is likely a contributing factor. Further

investigation could identify the required separation between

two modal frequencies that results in the selection of more

complex models. Whether this separation is also a function

of the contribution of the degenerate modes as compared to

the other modes in the signal is also an item of interest.
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